Autosomal-dominant biventricular arrhythmogenic cardiomyopathy in a large family with a novel in-frame DSP nonsense mutation.
A novel autosomal-dominant in-frame deletion resulting in a nonsense mutation in the desmoplakin (DSP) gene was identified in association with biventricular arrhythmogenic cardiomyopathy across three generations of a large Caucasian family. Mutations that disrupt the function and structure of desmosomal proteins, including desmoplakin, have been extensively linked to familial arrhythmogenic right ventricular cardiomyopathy (ARVC). Analysis of data from 51 individuals demonstrated the previously undescribed variant p.Cys81Stop (c.243_251delCTTGATGCG) in DSP segregates with a pathogenic phenotype exhibiting variable penetrance and expressivity. The mutation's pathogenicity was first established due to two sudden cardiac deaths (SCDs), each with a biventricular cardiomyopathy identified on autopsy. Of the individuals who underwent genetic screening, 27 of 51 were heterozygous for the DSP mutation (29 total with two obligate carriers). Six of these were subsequently diagnosed with arrhythmogenic cardiomyopathy. An additional nine family members have a conduction disorder and/or myocardial structural changes characteristic of an evolving condition. Previous reports from both human patients and mouse studies proposed DSP mutations with a premature stop codon impart mild to no clinical symptoms. Loss of expression from the abnormal allele via the nonsense-mediated mRNA decay pathway has been implicated to explain these findings. We identified an autosomal-dominant DSP nonsense mutation in a large family that led to SCD and phenotypic expression of arrhythmogenic cardiomyopathy involving both ventricles. This evidence demonstrates the pathogenic significance of this type of desmosomal mutation and provides insight into potential clinical manifestations.